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ifth generation (5G) wireless systems represent thenext phase of mobile telecommunications beyondthe current 4G standards. The next generation tech-nology is not very clear, but could be focused onhigher system spectral efficiency, data rates, network capacity,scalability and reliability of communications, as well as lowerbattery consumption, cost, and so on. There are still debatesabout the direction of future 5G technology. However, 5Gtechnology should be significantly different from current com-munication technology standards.Traditional radio frequency (RF)-based wireless communi-cation has arrived at a bottleneck to meet these needs. First,there is a shortage of RF spectra: most of them have beenallocated. The bandwidth of each allocation is somehow limit-ed. Second, various exploitations of RF frequency utilizationhave been studied for decades, and the potential to exploitmore is limited. Third, although the low-power integrated cir-cuit (IC) innovations helped improve power consumption, it isstill severe in RF communication. Researchers are searchingfor new wireless commutations alternatives to RF. Visiblelight communications (VLC), also known as Li-Fi or opticalwireless communication (OWC), wireless technology offerssuch an option and has gained increasing attention. While thecurrent RF networks serve outdoor users or users in fast mov-ing vehicles, VLC can serve indoor environment communica-tions in future 5G systems because of four factors:â€¢ There is no interference between the indoor user and theoutdoor user at all due to different spectra.â€¢ Because there is no interference, an RF base station cantransmit with low power.â€¢ Scarce wireless link resources are used most efficiently.Therefore, VLC is an ideal complement to RF systems infuture 5G technologies [1]. VLC has developed rapidly in thelast few years. Although extensive work has  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html   been performedon VLC, there is no survey work on the research literature.This work is inspired to update the achievement in VLCresearch in literature.In this article, we present a summary of investigation onVLC research in the literature. First discussed are the advan-tages and challenges of VLC. Then we present an investiga-tion of light sources used in VLC communication. Next, wesummarize current work on VLC into two categories: VLC-based fixed and mobile communication. We discuss VLC-based fixed communications that have been widely studied;some of the technologies are well established. We also studythe existing work on VLC indoor applications and intersymbolinterference (ISI) mitigation technologies. Recently, VLC-based mobile communications has spurred considerableresearch interests and applications, which are presented.Finally, we conclude the article.
Characteristics of VLC
VLC has its own strengths, but also weaknesses. This sectionsummarizes its characteristics, which are overviewed in Table1. These characteristics deserve special attention in designingarchitectures and protocols for VLC communications and net-working.VLC offers several advantages over RF, which are summa-rized in the left column of Table 1. First, it has unregulatedspectrum, specifically from 428 to 750 THz, which provideshuge communication bandwidth to deliver license-freeextremely high data rate services such as large files and superhigh definition video transfer. Compared to RF communica-tions, VLC offers hundreds of terahertz of license-free band-width, 10,000 times more than the entire RF spectrum up to30 GHz. Besides the transmission speed, reported at 3.5 Gb/scurrently [2], allowed by the huge bandwidth of VLC, theultra wide bandwidth is also more robust to multipath fading
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in various environments. In a 2011 TED talk, Hass successful-ly demonstrated the transmission speed of 1 Gb/s for HDvideo streaming. Second, the energy cost for data transmissionof VLC is considerably lower than that of RF, which enablesit to become a promising candidate for green communication.This is because lighting is on most of the time, so the energyused for communication would be close to zero if data ispiggy-backed on illumination. Even if lighting is not on, ener-gy-efficient intensity modulation (IM) techniques would allowdata communication [2]. Third, VLC spectrum can be reuseddensely. Visible light wave, as a media for data transmission,cannot penetrate walls and obstacles. Therefore, the informa-tion cannot be received unless a receiver sees a transmitter.As a result, in indoor cases, the coverage of VLC is restrictedin one room. Thi  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  s exact property enables dense spatialreusability, because the same spectrum can be reused in otherrooms. Fourth, VLC provides high secrecy. Its narrowbeamwidth and line of sight (LOS) constraint protect thecommunication from eavesdropping.
Challenges
Regardless of the fact that VLC has many attractive charac-teristics to support a wide range of demands for wireless com-munication, several challenges cannot be overlooked, whichare summarized in the right column of Table 1. First, one ofthe most important limitations is having maintain LOSbetween transmitters and receivers. As has been discussed, aVLC transmission cannot be fulfilled unless the receiver cansee the transmitter. This requirement places a tight restrictionon the mobility of communication, which is one of the basicadvantages of wireless services. Therefore, most current VLCapplications focus on fixed point-to-point links. The lack ofmobility is due to the feature of narrow beamwidth of lightsources. To address the problem of mobility, a diffused lightsource can be employed. Second, VLC suffers from solar andartificial visible light interference that degrades the perfor-mance of the system. Third, for indoor environments, signalssuch as infrared can present hazards to human eyes. For out-door environments, the effect of adverse atmospheric condi-tions on optical wireless links definitely deserves attention.
Light Sources
Light source is substantial in VLC such as antenna to RF-based communications. Its propagation pattern affects notonly the quality of communication, but also the illumination.With the rapid development of high-brightness light emittingdiode (LED) materials in the context of solid-state lighting,particularly white LEDs, LED-based illumination devices area promising replacement to traditional incandescent-basedand compact fluorescent-based illumination devices in thenear future. Due to the advan  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  tages of LEDs, such as goodlight quality, low energy consumption, small size, and longlifetime, they have been deployed in many countries aroundthe world as indoor illumination, display devices, and trafficlights. Nowadays, some of the attractive properties of LEDmake it particularly proper for wireless communication. Onthe transmitter side, the signal is easy to modulate by on-offkeying modulation to achieve high data rate. On the receiverside, photodiodes are able to convert the optical signals toelectrical signals at very high rates. In addition, due to thefeature of diffusion, it is more widespread than a narrowbeamwidth lighting source to provide ubiquitous wireless com-munication. In sum, it is expected to be an opportunity tocombine illumination devices with wireless communicationdevices to achieve both green communication and energy-sav-ing illumination.
VLC-Based Communication
VLC was originally developed for indoor last mile wirelessservice delivery. Since its inception, the system architectureshave been established over the years. Some specific designsof systems and components have even been demonstrated inpractice. From this experience, the concept of VLC has beenproved to be feasible for indoor fixed applications. However,the problem of how to provide mobile applications overVLC is still quite open. Currently, many research groupsfocus on the design of VLC mobile communications. Thissection presents a summary of both fixed and mobile VLCcommunication. An overview of various VLC solutions isgiven in Table 2.
VLC-Based Fixed Communication
The performance of fixed VLC communications is betweenRF-based wireless and wired communication [3]. Because ofthe narrow beamwidth in light waves, they are hard to be usedfor mobile communications. However, it can provide energyefficiency and high-speed outdoor point-to-point links andindoor last mile applications. For outd  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  oor applications, high-power laser-based equipment is designed for stationary build-ing-to-building transmission links. Because of the high power,the transmission range is enlarged and proper for outdoorenvironments. For indoor application, LED is employed asthe signal source to provide short distance data transmissionwithin a room [4], which is expected to be a desired design fornext generation indoor wireless communications. LED light-ing sources have very low requirements for power and aretherefore energy friendly.
Indoor VLC
In indoor VLC, today, LEDs serve as sources of both illumi-nation and communication. As for illumination, the brightnessof LED determines the luminous intensity of illumination. Forcommunication, it determines the transmission power of thesignal source, which is the key factor in the signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) and the coverage of wireless service. The networkof indoor VLC is a WLAN consisting of uplink and downlink.For uplink, plural white LEDs with a wide range of transmis-sion are deployed on the ceiling. For downlink, white LEDswith narrow-range transmission are employed. Compared toconventional laser-based VLC, LED is more suitable forTable 1. Advantages and challeges of VLC.
AdvantageChallengeWide unregulated spectrumLow mobilityHigh spatial reuseLight interferenceSecurityEye safetyHigh energy efficient
Table 2. Summary of articles on mobile solutions.
Fixed applicationsMobile applicationsSystem architectureSpherical LEDISI mitigationCamera-based visual MIMO
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indoor applications because it is safe for eyes and inexpensive,although the available bandwidth is less than that of laser,which can achieve a data rate up to gigabits per second. Asfar as the coverage is concerned, service requires the commu-nication cover the entire room. Unlike the highly focusedlaser source  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  , LED is a diffuse source that is capable of provid-ing adequate coverage in a room.The light source of an LED-based VLC system is normallyconfigured by placing lots of small LED elements on a panel.Basically, the brightness of illumination grows along with thepower of the signal. The goal of green communication and illu-mination is achieved by using the minimum number of LEDelements to support the brightness and transmission power.The direction and placement of LED elements are key factorsthat affect the efficiency of illumination and communication. In[5], the author proposed an LED panel model that can placeLEDs at some angle, and analyzed the effect of various LEDdirections on the illumination and SNR. Based on their channelmodel and analysis, the optimal direction was formulated.One of the main reasons for replacing incandescent andfluorescent lighting with LED is its low energy cost. To fullyexplore this feature and further improve the energy efficiency,the illumination system should be capable of brightness con-trol. Specifically, the brightness of LED should be adaptive tothe brightness of the environment. However, when illumina-tion is combined with communication, this adaptation mustconsider the effect on the performance of communication,because low brightness leads to low signal transmission power,which directly decreases the SNR. Therefore, VLC calls fornew brightness control techniques to determine the trade-offbetween illumination and communication. In [6], two bright-ness control methods are developed based on pulse widthmodulation (PWM) and changing modulation depth. The sim-ulations demonstrate that it is able to control the brightnessfrom 0 to 87.5 percent maintaining the communication perfor-mance with PWD over 60 kHz frequency. Besides, the bestperformance can be achieved from 12.5 to 87.5 percent.In an indoor VLC system, the LED light source is normallydeployed on the  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html   ceiling. To set up the VLC on the existingillumination system, the infrastructure, such as circuits andcables, must be installed over the ceiling, which restricts fastand inexpensive deployment of VLC in indoor environments.In [7], a VLC using existing power line communication is pro-posed to achieve a simple composition and economic VLC. Inthis integrated system, a VLC system is connected directly tothe existing power line. It emits the baseband signals of powerline by LED elements in the room. Simulation results showthe feasibility of the proposed system in terms of the illumina-tion and SNR performance. The demonstration presents adata rate up to 100 kb/s.Nowadays, there are various personal devices that demanddata communication services, such as smart phones, tablets,and laptops. Most of these devices are Wi-Fi-capable. Howev-er, there is no standard interface to access services offered byVLC, which limits the wide adoption of VLC in practice.Aiming to design an interface that can be used by differentuser terminals, a VLC wireless USB interface is proposed [8].The interface contains an LED transmitter, a photodiodereceiver, and a USB interface adapter. The entire interface iscontrolled by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA).The support of bidirectional communication is essential tonetwork interfaces that can significantly improve network per-formance in multiple access and networking. In [9], theauthors propose the design of a full-duplex network interfacefor multiple access embedded in ceiling lighting. The duplexcommunication system consists of two simplex channels wherethe two sides are identical: seven LEDs around the perimeterof the reflector and three photodiodes in the center. Theproblem of is this full-duplex design is the crosstalk betweenLEDs and photodiodes.
ISI Mitigation Technologies
Unlike outdoor point-to-point links, indoor VLC requires cov-erage of an en  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  tire room. Therefore, a diffuse light source suchas LED is employed. However, a diffuse signal source suffersfrom ISI. In an RF-based system, receiver diversity is an effec-tive way to address this problem based on the fact that it isunlikely that all independent signal paths are in deep fading.Therefore, combining these multi-path signals can reduce theeffect of fading. Diversity is also feasible for LED-based VLCto mitigate the problem of ISI. Because there are a number ofLED elements sending signals on the LED panel, receivingdevices have various signal sources to combine. This can beconsidered transmitter diversity. In [10], the author investigatethe performance gains of diversity on VLC network perfor-mance. It is found that this diversity is able to improve theperformance of VLC system in terms of received power gainand bit error rate (BER) reduction. Specifically, gains of about 45 nW (0.1 dBm) can be obtained at high modulationbandwidths over 3 GHz. In addition, the simulation showsnearly 0 BER over 100 MHz in most areas of the room,except the corners, where BER is as much as 0.16.Developing high-speed and reliable links is one of the goalsof research on communication systems. Multicarrier modula-tion is an effective technique offering high data rate as well asmitigating ISI. The core idea is to divide the data stream intoseveral substreams and dividing the frequency band into mul-tiple subbands. Substreams are transmitted over independentsubbands. Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing(OFDM) is the most popular multicarrier technology that canbe applied to VLC for high data rate and ISI mitigation.Especially for VLC with multiple transmitters, OFDM is oneof the best choices to tackle the problem of ISI. In [11], anexperimental system is implemented for LED-based VLC withintensity modulation in an indoor environment. The system isdemonstrated with low BER within a range of 1 m  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  . The per-formance could be better if error control coding was used inthe experiment. Although OFDM has lots of advantages, itsuffers from high peak-to-average ratio (PAR) due to thenonlinear attribute of LED, especially using intensity modula-tion. High PAR leads to a large dynamic range that hurts theenergy efficiency at the receiver side. More important, it mayhurt eyes. To alleviate this problem, clipped OFDM is derivedfrom a bipolar OFDM waveform. To achieve the target BERof 2.5 ï¿½ 10â€“5 with 3/4 channel coding rate at 1.7 V bias point,using binary phase shift keying (BPSK) can achieve 2 dBpower backoff, and using 64-quadrature amplitude modula-tion (QAM) can achieve 5 dB power backoff [12].In sum, these works try to overcome the high PAR problemby adopting signal processing technologies. Others tend to useapproaches of other OFDM, such as single-carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-FDMA), an uplink multiple accessscheme for the Third Generation Partnershop Project (3GPP)Long Term Evolution (LTE) standard. SC-FDMA is appliedto VLC as an alternative to OFDM to overcome the problemof high PAR. SC-FDMA has comparable BER performance toOFDM, while outperforming OFDM with low PAR.
VLC-Based Mobile Communication
LED-based fixed communication has been widely studied.The concepts have been demonstrated to work in practice.Many commercial products have even appeared in the market.However, LED-based mobile communications is less devel-
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oped. Maintenance of LOS and alignment between transmit-ter and receiver are required in VLC systems to sustain datatransmission service. In fact, these requirements are double-edged in that on one side, they achieve large coverage rangeand keep the communication from eavesdropping; on theother side, it is not proper for mobility applications. Since thelight source of VLC is highly d  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  irectional and has narrowbeamwidth, it is extremely difficulty to maintain these VLCrequirements in mobile scenarios. In this section, the prob-lems of applying LED-based VLC to a mobile environmentare presented, and existing solutions are discussed.
Spherical LED
Spherical LED is a design in which a node covered with mul-tiple transmitters and receivers in order to enable LED-basedmobile communications. In [13], they propose a spherical freespace optical (FSO) that maintains optical links and enablesmobility by covering spherical surfaces with inexpensive multi-ple transmitters (e.g., LED) and receivers (e.g., photo-detec-tor, PD) modules and an auto-configuring circuit. A sphericalFSO node provides angular diversity in three dimensions, andhence provides LOS at any orientation as long as there are noobstacles between the communicating nodes. The auto-config-urable circuit monitors the LOS between two nodes, and reg-ulates the LEDs to maintain an LOS path.There is a basic restriction for LED-based VLC, where thecommunication system has to keep LOS between the trans-mitter and receivers. However, when it comes to the mobileenvironment, two cases will break the restriction. One is thatthe transmitter does not point to the receiver; the other one isthat obstacles appear right on the LOS path. For RF, theomnidirectional antenna or antenna with wide beamwidthsolves this problem. For LED-based communication, one ofthe solutions is to resemble the omnidirectional antenna byallocating multiple transmitters and receivers on a spherenode. Nevertheless, developing an omnidirectional-like nodeis not perfect. It suffers from low energy efficiency, sincepower is radiated in all directions equally, but only a fewdirections have usersâ€™ requests for services. To reduce theenergy cost in an RF system, smart antennas with automaticadaptation of beamforming are developed. In [14], with a sim-ilar   http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  idea to adapt the beamforming of spherical FSO nodes,they propose an auto-configurable circuit to monitor the LOSbetween two communicating spherical FSO nodes. In additionto the support of mobile communication, the design of spheri-cal LED also extends the system coverage. In a 5 m/s mobilesetting, a spherical node with four transceivers can achievethroughput close to 1000 Mbytes/s. In 0.2 km visibility setting,the throughput is about 500 Mbytes/s.
Camera-Based Visual MIMO
Camera-based visual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)is a novel solution developed recently for mobile VLC [15,16]. To understand the motivation of this solution, some fun-damental properties of RF and VLC should be considered.The main difference between them is that RF has widebeamwidth, but VLCâ€™s beamwidth is narrow. The beamwidthhighly affects the systemâ€™s mobility. Since RF has widebeamwidth, receivers have a wide range of angles of view thatenable them to receive the signal in the mobile environment.On the contrary, LED receivers with narrow beamwidth havelimited angles of views, so a small misalignment between atransmitter and a receiver can easily disrupt the communica-tion.The approach of spherical LED helps in that the beamwidthis enlarged in every direction by multiple transmitters andreceivers employed around the node. However, the by-prod-uct problems of spherical LED are the loss of security andreliability inherent in narrow beamwidth. Some solutionsattempt to keep the property of narrow beamwidth by using asteering mechanical system to track the transmitter and main-tain alignment. Nevertheless, the steering system is usually tooexpensive to deploy in the public communication system. Forthe development of advanced electrical technology and com-puter vision, a camera-based receiver with a computer visionenabled steering system provides a novel solution.To overcome the limitation of VLC in a mo  http://www.nuokui.com/pdf/WmJv67tyPmZI.html  bile environ-ment, in [15], the authors propose a visual MIMO system witha camera receiver and LED transmitter arrays for VLC. Com-pared to a photodiode receiver array, a camera receiver pro-vides far more highly directional receiver elements to achievehighly dense MIMO, because each pixel can serve as one ele-ment of the receiver. Although the frame rate of the cameralimits the transmission speed, the large number of camera pix-els can alleviate this limitation by offering multiple channelsfor parallel transmission. Instead of using complex mechanicalsteering, computer vision provides low-cost tracking with highprocessing speed. With wide use of LEDs in vehicles and traf-fic lights, an application of visual MIMO for automotive safetywith warning message display is demonstrated in practice [16].
Conclusion
This article provides an investigation of modern researchprogress on VLC for future 5G communications. These litera-ture works are categorized into two portions: VLC-based fixedand mobile communications. For VLC-based fixed communi-cations, we summarize the current VLC indoor applicationsand ISI mitigation technologies. For VLC-based mobile com-munications, we present the challenges of using VLC in amobile environment and summarize recently proposed solu-tions. This work also reviews the strengths and weaknesses ofVLC systems, and investigates the lighting sources that havebeen proposed for VLC networking.
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